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Abstract— Software defined networking (SDN) reshapes the
ossified network architectures, by decoupling the control plane
and data plane. Due to such a decoupling, SDN assumes that
rules issued by the control plane are always correctly enforced
by the data plane. However, this assumption breaks as an
adversary can prevent the data plane from enforcing the rules,
by exploiting the vulnerabilities of switch OS and control channel.
The serious consequence is that packets may deviate from
their original paths, thereby violating critical security policies
like access control. To this end, this paper introduces rule
enforcement verification (REV), which enables the controller to
check whether switches have correctly enforced the rules that it
issues. Since using message authentication code (MAC) can incur
heavy switch-to-controller traffic, we propose the compressive
MAC, which lets switches compress MACs before reporting to
the controller, thereby significantly reducing the bandwidth cost.
Finally, we propose a heuristic flow selection algorithm, which
allows the controller to verify much less flows for rule coverage.
We implement REV based on Open vSwitch with DPDK, and
use experiments to show: (1) by using compressive MAC, REV
achieves a 97% reduction in switch-to-controller traffic, and an
8× increase in verification throughput; (2) by using the heuristic
flow selection algorithm, REV can reduce the number of flows
to verify by 40%-60%.

Index Terms— Software-defined networks, rule enforcement
verification, compressive MAC.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE Defined Networking (SDN) promises a cen-
tralized, flexible, and programmable control of com-

puter networks. At the core of SDN is the decoupling of
control plane and data plane: in the control plane, a con-
troller compiles network policies (e.g., routing, access control,
waypoint traversal) into rules, and installs them at switches
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through a standard control channel (e.g., OpenFlow [2]); in the
data plane, switches enforce these rules to realize the network
policies.

Even the decoupling of control plane and data plane offers
SDN many benefits, it also raises new security concerns due
to the following two vulnerabilities.

(1) SDN switches are vulnerable to compromises.
We already witnessed a lot of switch compromises in tradi-
tional networks [3]–[6], and SDN switches running third-party
OSes tend to more vulnerable and can result in even severe
compromises [7]–[12]. For example, Pickett shows that an
attacker can compromise the boot loader of switch OSes, so as
to persistently control SDN switches [7].

(2) The control channel lacks security protection. After
OpenFlow 1.0, SSL/TLS becomes optional rather than manda-
tory [13]. Due to the complexity of deploying SSL/TLS, many
SDN switch and controllers just forgo this feature in the
early days [14]. Even more recent controllers like ONOS [15]
and Ryu [16] support SSL/TLS, many switch OSes still lack
support of SSL/TLS or use outdated libraries [7]. Finally,
SSL/TLS has its own vulnerabilities and cannot eliminate the
possibility of man-in-the-middle attacks [17], [18].

The above vulnerabilities can be exploited by an adversary
to prevent switches from correctly enforcing rules issued
by the controller. As a result, packets may deviate from
their original paths, violating critical network policies. For
example, by deleting a rule that directs flows towards a
firewall, the adversary can make these flows bypass the firewall
traversal policy.

Even there are many network verification tools, most
of them aim to check the correctness of network policies
[19]–[22], or check the enforcement of policies while assum-
ing switches are trustable [23]–[27]. As a result, they cannot
check whether switches enforce network policies in an adver-
sarial setting. SDNsec [28] uses message authentication code
(MAC) to validate whether the path of a flow is consistent with
network policies. However, SDNsec can place large bandwidth
overhead on the control channel when verifying a flow of many
packets.

To this end, this paper proposes Rule Enforcement Veri-
fication (REV), a new security primitive for SDN. At a high
level, REV allows a controller to securely check whether rules
issued by it have been correctly enforced by switches. Similar
to SDNsec, we realize REV based on message authentication
code (MAC). When a packet enters the network, the entry
switch attaches a tag to the packet. Then, each downstream
switch updates the tag with the secret key shared with the con-
troller. When the tagged packet is about to leave the network,
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it is reported to the controller by the exit switch. Finally,
the controller verifies the packet against its tag, in order to
determine whether the packet has traversed the intended path
according to the rules.

Using standard MACs, both the entry and exit switch need
to report each packet and its tag to the controller, which
will result in a large volume of switch-to-controller traffic
(a common limitation shared by SDNsec). To handle this chal-
lenge, this paper proposes compressive message authentication
code (compressive MAC), a novel MAC that enables edge
switches to compress tags before reporting to the controller.
Specifically, both the entry and exit switch combine packets
(with tags) belonging to the same flow into a single flow-
packet, and only report this flow-packet to the controller when
the flow ends. Once the flow-packet passes the verification,
it holds with high probability that each packet of the flow has
traversed the intended path, or equivalently, enforced the rules.
We prove the security of compressive MAC under standard
cryptographic models.

Compared to the preliminary version of REV [1], this paper
further extends REV to verify whether all active rules in the
network have been correctly enforced. Instead of verifying
every flow in the network, we use a heuristic flow selection
algorithm that can cover the maximum number of rules with
much less flows.

Finally, noted the performance limitation of our preliminary
implementation on CPqD [29], in this paper we implement
REV based on OVS-DPDK [30], i.e., Open vSwitch with
DPDK data path, a high-performance software switch that can
fast forward packets purely in user space. We show that REV
based on OVS-DPDK can forward packets at near line rate.

In sum, our main contribution is three-fold:
• We propose rule enforcement verification (REV), a new

security primitive for SDN, and implement it based on
Open vSwitch with DPDK to achieve a near line rate
forwarding.

• We propose a new message authentication code, named
compressive MAC, and prove its security under stan-
dard cryptographic models. By using compressive MAC,
we can achieve a 97% reduction in switch-to-controller
traffic, and an 8× improvement in verification throughput,
compared with using standard MACs.

• We design a heuristic flow selection algorithm, and show
it can reduce the number of flows to verify by 40%-60%,
based on real network topologies.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section II
states the problem of REV. Section III introduces design of
REV. Section IV analyzes the security and accuracy of REV.
Section V shows the implementation of REV, and Section VI
evaluates its performance. Section VII surveys related work,
Section VIII discusses remaining issues, and Section IX
concludes.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Network Model

This paper considers a typical software defined network
consisting of one controller and multiple switches. The
switches and their links collectively form the SDN data plane.

Fig. 1. Two ways for launching rule modification attack in SDN.

Network operators specify high-level policies such as “Host A
should talk to Host B” with the API provided by the controller.
The controller complies operators’ policies into rules. A rule
consists of two parts: matching fields and actions, saying
that packets whose headers match the matching fields should
take the corresponding actions. The controller populates the
complied rules into flow tables of switches, through a standard
control channel like OpenFlow. Switches forward packets by
looking up in their flow tables. Define a flow as the set of
packets with the same headers, e.g., all packets belonging to
the same TCP session.

B. Threat Model

This paper considers what we call rule modification attack,
where the adversary prevents switches from correctly enforc-
ing the rules issued by the controller, by exploiting the follow-
ing two vulnerabilities in SDN (as shown in Fig. 1). (1) The
switch OS: by installing backdoor applications on the switch
OS, the adversary can install, delete, modify rules installed at
the switch, or simply bypass the rules and forward packets to
ports not intended by the controller. (2) The control channel:
by residing at intermediate switches as a man-in-the-middle,
the adversary can inject, drop, or modify rule installation
messages (e.g., flow-mod messages as in OpenFlow) sent by
the controller.

Through rule modification attack, the adversary aims to
change the forwarding behaviors of switches, thereby causing
the following two forwarding anomalies.

Path Deviation. Packets take different paths than what are
intended by the controller. To be more specific, path deviation
can take the following three forms:

• Switch Bypass. One or more switches are skipped.
• Path Detour. The path deviates from one switch Si to

another switch other than the intended next-hop Si+1, and
comes back to Si+1 later.

• Out-of-order Traversal. Switches are not traversed in
the order that they should appear on the forwarding path.

Unauthorized Access. Packets violate the access control
policies and reach destinations that they are not authorized
to. This can break isolation policies, e.g., only users from CS
department can access a web server.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the packet-level REV method, where there is only one packet p to be verified. The sender sends p through a path S0 → S1 →
S2 → S3. Before transmission, symmetric keys k1 and k2 are established between the controller and switches S1 and S2, respectively. Here, Hash(·) and
MACk(·) are cryptographic hash function, and message authentication code with key k, respectively.

We assume multiple compromised switches can collude,
while there should be at least one non-malicious switch along
the deviated path, i.e., the expected forwarding path that are
deviated from. For example, if Si forwards packets directly
to Si+n, bypassing Si+1 through Si+n−1, then the deviated
path is Si → Si+1 → · · · → Si+n. As another example, if Si

forwards packets to other switches other than Si+1, and the
packets return to the correct path at Si+1, then the deviated
path is Si → Si+1.

Compromised switches may try to disrupt the functionality
of the controller, through other attacks like control plane
saturation attack [31], topology poisoning attack [32], etc.
Many excellent methods have been proposed to defend the
controller against these attacks [31], [32], and REV can be
used in combination with them.

C. Rule Enforcement Verification: Problem Definition

In the following, we formulate the problem of Rule Enforce-
ment Verification (REV) in SDN. Let F be the set of all flows
in the network. Consider a specific flow f ∈ F , and let p be
a packet of f . When p is received by the source switch S0,
it matches a set of rules (forwarding rules, ACL rules, etc.),
which will collectively determine the next hop, say S1. Then,
p matches another set of rules at S1, and be forwarded to S2.
This process continues until p reaches the destination switch
Sn+1, which forwards p to the receiver.

Define R as the network rule set, i.e., the set of all rules at
all switches of the network. Let Path(R, f) be the forwarding
path of flow f , represented as S0 → S1 → . . . → Sn+1. Let
Rf (Si) be the set of rules matched by packets of f at switch
Si. Then, the set of all rules matched by flow f along its for-
warding path can be defined as: Rf = ∪Si∈Path(R,f)Rf (Si).
We give the definition of rule enforcement verification (REV)
as follows.

Definition 1: Packet-level REV with respect to the network
rule set R, and a packet p of flow f is defined as: verifying
whether p has traversed the path Path(R, f).

Definition 2: Flow-level REV with respect to the network
rule set R and flow f is defined as: verifying whether all
packets of flow f have traversed the path Path(R, f).

Definition 3: Network-level REV with respect to the net-
work rule set R is defined as: selecting a subset F ⊂ F such
that

⋃
f∈F Rf =

⋃
f∈F Rf , and verifying whether all packets

of each flow f ∈ F have traversed the path Path(R, f).

Note that packet-level REV only verifies rule enforcement
with respect to a single packet, while flow-level REV takes
a flow of packets as a whole, and checks rule enforcement
against all these packets. Finally, network-level REV ensures
all active rules (those matched by at least one flow) in the
network are enforced correctly by checking a collection of
flows.

III. REV METHODS

This section introduces three concrete methods to achieve
packet-level REV, flow-level REV, and network-level REV,
respectively. The relationship among these three methods is as
follows. The packet-level REV method verifies whether a sin-
gle packet has followed the rules issued by the controller. The
flow-level REV method extends the packet-level REV method
by compressing packets of a flow to reduce the bandwidth
cost. Finally, the network-level REV method uses the flow-
level REV method as a building block, and strategically selects
flows to cover the maximum number of rules in the network.

A. Packet-Level REV

The basic idea of packet-level REV is illustrated in Fig. 2,
where we are aimed to verify whether switches have correctly
enforced rules to deliver a packet p. When the packet p enters
the network, the source switch S0 computes the hash value
h of packet p, and sends h to the controller. The first-hop
switch S1 generates a tag t using its key k1 shared with the
controller. The second-hop switch S2 updates the tag t using
its key k2 shared with the controller. When p is about to leave
the network, the destination switch S3 reports h and t to the
controller. The controller checks whether t is the same with
the tag computed by itself based on the rules.

Note in the above example, we have made some simpli-
fication on both switch processing and notations. The aim
here is to convey the basic idea. In the following, we present
the detailed procedure of packet-level REV, which has three
stages: initialization, tagging, and verification.

1) Initialization: The packet-level REV method is organized
in sessions. Each session verifies the rule enforcement with one
packet, i.e., whether the packet has been forwarded according
to the corresponding rules. In the following, let us consider
one session, say v, and let f be the flow that the packet
belongs to.
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Assume the controller has a public/private key pair
(pK, rK), and the controller shares a symmetric key Ki with
each switch Si in the network. The sharing of symmetric
keys can be achieved using existing key establishment meth-
ods [33], [34]. This serves as a master key for generating
session keys. In prior to a new REV session, the controller
generates a session identifier as:

VID = H(Inport||Header||TimeStamp) (1)

Here, H is a cryptographic hash function; Inport is the input
port of f , e.g., a switchID/port pair; Header is the header of
flow f , e.g., a wildcarded TCP five tuple; TimeStamp is the
current time at the controller. Note that Inport and Header
can be used to jointly specify the flow f . TimeStamp is used to
prevent packet replays, where an adversary records and replays
packets with out-of-date VIDs.

Then, the controller sends a message containing VID,
Inport, Header, TimeStamp, and a signature σrK(VID||
TimeStamp) to the source switch through a secure channel.
By secure, the channel should provide basic confidentiality and
integrity for messages. The secure channel can be implemented
with OpenFlow on top of SSL/TLS.

2) Tagging: When the source switch S0 receives a packet
p from port Inport and matching Header, it computes the
hash of p as PktHash = H(p), and sends a verification
report containing VID and PktHash to the controller. Then,
it sends p together with PktHash, VID, TimeStamp, and
σrK(VID||TimeStamp) to the next hop S1.

On receiving p, S1 checks the validity of VID and
TimeStamp against the signature, and derives its session key
as SK1 ← F (K1, VID), where F is a pseudorandom function.
Then, S1 generates a tag t as:

t←MACSK1(PktHash) (2)

Here, MACk(·) is the message authentication code with key k.
Then, S1 sends p together with t, PktHash, VID, TimeStamp,
and σrK(VID||TimeStamp) to the next-hop S2.

Each downstream switch Si (2 ≤ i ≤ n) conducts a similar
process with S1, and updates the tag t as:

t←MACSKi(PktHash||t) (3)

When the destination switch Sn+1 receives p, it sends p
to the receiver. At the same time, Sn+1 sends a verification
report containing VID, PktHash, and t to the controller. Note
that rather than storing the session keys, switches derive them
from VID on demand. This approach is inspired by [35].

3) Verification: On receiving a verification report from a
source switch, the controller saves it as a pending verification
request. When the controller receives a verification report
from a destination switch, with the same VID and PktHash,
the controller checks whether the tag t and PktHash in the
verification report satisfy the following equation:

t = MACSKn(PktHash||MACSKn−1(PktHash|| . . .
PktHash||MACSK1(PktHash) . . .)) (4)

If so, the verification passes; otherwise, the verification fails.

B. Flow-Level REV

Even the packet-level REV method can verify the rule
enforcement of a single packet, to verify a flow, one needs
to apply the packet-level REV method for each packet of
the flow. This means both the source and destination switch
should send a verification report for each packet of the flow.
When there are a large number of packets in a flow, the traffic
of verification reports can cause congestion on the switch-
to-controller channels, thereby preventing the controller from
responding to normal switch requests (e.g., packet-in messages
in OpenFlow).

This section introduces the flow-level REV method to
overcome the above problem. In the flow level REV,
the source/destination switch compresses packets of the same
flow into a single flow-packet, and sends the flow-packet to
the controller when the verification session ends. If the flow-
packet passes the verification, then the controller can conclude
that each packet of the flow has traversed the intended path.

The key challenge when realizing the flow-level REV is how
to compress packets into a flow-packet, such that verifying
a single flow-packet is equivalent to verifying all packets of
the flow. This paper addresses this challenge by introduc-
ing compressive MAC, a new message authentication code
that supports compression. To illustrate what a compressive
MAC is, suppose there is a flow consisting of m packets
p1, p2, . . . , pm, whose tags are t1, t2, . . . , tm, respectively.
Informally, a compressive MAC should satisfy the following
two conditions:

(1) Verify(pi, ti) = true, for ∀i ∈ [1, m]⇒
Verify(Compress({pi}mi=1), Compress({ti}mi=1)) = true

(2) Verify(pi, ti) = false, for ∃i ∈ [1, m]⇒(w.h.p)

Verify(Compress({pi}mi=1), Compress({ti}mi=1)) = false

Here, Verify is the verification function, and Compress is the
compression function. It is required that condition (1) should
be always satisfied, and condition (2) should be satisfied with
high probability (w.h.p.).

The construction of compressive MAC is inspired by
homomorphic MACs [36], which in turn are based on the
Cater-Wagman MAC [37]. Note that homomorphic MACs
are designed for defending network coding against pollution
attacks [38], while the compressive MAC has a quite different
goal. In addition, the construction of compressive MAC is also
quite different from those of homomorphic MACs.

Before introducing the compressive MAC, let us first define
what a packet is: we represent a packet p by its hash value
p = H(p). Here p is a vector of length l defined on a finite
field Fq , and p(i) refers to the ith element of p.

The flow-level REV method consists of four stages: initial-
ization, tagging, compression, and verification. Similar to the
packet-level REV, let us consider a single verification session
v for a flow f .

1) Initialization: This stage is similar to that of the packet-
level REV method. First, the controller generates a session
identifier VID using Eq. (1), and a compression key SKc as
SKc ← F (rk, VID). Then, the controller sends a message
containing VID, Inport, Header, TimeStamp, SKc, and
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the signatures σrK(SKc), σrK(VID||TimeStamp) to both the
source and destination switches, through a secure channel as
in the packet-level REV. The source and destination switches
respectively create a flow-packet pf

S ∈ F
l
q and pf

D ∈ F
l+n
q ,

both of which are initialized to all zeros.
2) Tagging: Before sending the ith packet pi, the source

switch S0 calculates its hash PktHash, and attaches
pi with VID, TimeStamp, PktHash, and the signature
σrK(VID||TimeStamp). When the first-hop switch S1 receives
pi, it extracts the VID and generates session keys SK1,a and
SK1,b using the master key K1 shared with the controller as:

SK1,a ← F (K1, VID||0), SK1,b ← F (K1, VID||1)

After that, S1 derives a vector α1 = G(SK1,a) ∈ F
l
q , where

G is a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) with output
on F

l
q. Then, S1 calculates a tag ti,1 as:

a ← pi ·α1 =
l∑

j=1

pi(j)α1(j) ∈ Fq

b ← F (SK1,b, VID||S0||i) ∈ Fq

ti,1 ← a + b ∈ Fq,

attaches ti,1 at the end of pi, i.e., pi ← pi||ti,1 ∈ F
l+1
q , and

sends pi to the next hop S2.
Similarly, S2 generates its session keys SK2,a and SK2,b,

derives the vector α2 = G(SK2,a) ∈ F
l+1
q , and calculates a

new tag ti,2 as:

ti,2 ← pi ·α2 + F (SK2,b, VID||S1||i) ∈ Fq (5)

Finally, S2 sends pi ← pi||ti,2 ∈ F
l+2
q to S3. This process

continues until Sn sends packet pi ∈ F
l+n
q to the destination

switch Sn+1. Note that each tag encodes the identity of
the last-hop switch. This can prevent packet injection from
out-of-path switches.

3) Compression: When the source switch sends the ith
packet pi (of length l), it derives βi ← F (SKc, i) ∈ Fq,
and updates its flow-packet pf

S as:

pf
S(j)← pf

S(j) + βipi(j), for each j ∈ [1, l]

When the destination switch receives the packet pi (of length
l +n), it similarly derives βi ← F (SKc, i) ∈ Fq , and updates
its flow-packet pD

F as:

pf
D(j)← pf

D(j) + βipi(j), for each j ∈ [1, l + n]

When the verification session ends, the source switch sends
VID and pf

S to the controller, and the destination switch sends

VID and pf
D to the controller.

4) Verification: The verification process at the controller is
summarized in Algorithm 1. Here, the length of packet hash
is l; the number of switches on the path (excluding the source
and destination switches) is n; and the number of packets of
the flow is m.

First, the controller determines the flow f according to VID,
and computes the path of f based on the network rule set R
(Line 1). Then the controller checks whether the following

two conditions hold (Line 2-4): (1) the two flow-packets pf
S

and pf
D carry the same packet hash; (2) the number of tags

Algorithm 1 Verify(VID, f, m, pf
S , pf

D)

Input: Ki: the private key of switch Si,
R: the network rule set,
VID: the verification session identifier,
f : the flow corresponding to VID,
m: the number of packets of flow f ,
pf

S : the source flow-packet,
pf

D: the destination flow-packet.
Output: True or False.

1 Compute the forwarding path of f :
Path(R, f) = (S0 → S1 → . . .→ Sn+1);

2 if pf
S �= truncate(pf

D, l) or len(pf
D) �= n + l then

3 return False;
4 end
5 foreach i← 1 to n do
6 SKi,a ← F (Ki, VID||0); SKi,b = F (Ki, VID||1);
7 α← G(SKi,a);
8 a← α · truncate(pf

D, l + i− 1);
9 b←∑m

j=1 F (Kc, j) · F (SKi,b, VID||Si−1||j);
10 if a + b �= pf

D(l + i) then
11 return False;
12 end
13 end
14 return True;

carried by pf
D is n. Here, truncate(pf

D, l) extracts the first
l elements of vector pf

D. If either of the two conditions does
not hold, the verification fails; otherwise, the controller checks
all the n tags one by one (Line 5-13). For each switch i,
the controller generates its session keys SKi,a, SKi,b, and
computes α (Line 6-7). Then, the controller calculates the
inner product of α and the first l + i − 1 elements of pf

D

(Line 8), and the sum of all b’s for those m packets (Line 9).
If the sum of the above two values is equal to the ith tag in
pf

D, then the verification passes for switch Si and continues
for Si+1; otherwise the verification fails (Line 10-12). Finally,
if the verification passes for all Si’s, the whole verification
succeeds (Line 14).

Dealing with packet losses. In the above, we have assumed
there are no packet losses, and the destination switch always
compresses the same packets as the source switch. However,
when some packets are lost, the destination switch will com-
press less packets than the source switch, resulting in false
positives during verification. We approach this problem by
dividing a flow into multiple batches, and apply the flow-
level REV method separately on each individual batch. When
some packets of a batch are lost, only the verification of the
same batch is affected. We will analyze the relationship among
accuracy of flow-level REV with packet loss rate and batch
size in Section IV-B.

C. Network-Level REV

Different from packet-level REV and flow-level REV which
only verify the enforcement of a subset of rules in the
network, network-level REV aims to verify the enforcement
of all rules that are currently matched by some active flows.
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A straightforward way is to simply apply flow-level REV on
each active flow. However, this is both costly and unnecessary
considering the fact that each flow can match multiple rules,
and each rule can be matched by multiple flows. In this paper,
we aim to achieve network-level REV by selecting a minimum
number of flows. Formally, we are going to solve the following
problem:

min
∑

f∈F xf

s.t.
∑

r∈Rf

xf ≥ 1; ∀r ∈
⋃

f∈F
Rf

xf = 0, 1; ∀f ∈ F (6)

ATPG [23] studied a similar problem. i.e., finding the
minimum number of test packets to exercise all rules in a
network. The authors showed the problem of finding the
minimum number of test packets can be reduced to the classic
minimum set cover problem, which is NP. Our problem differs
from it in that ATPG can generate arbitrary test packets and
theoretically can cover all the rules, REV can only rely on real
flows that are active, and thus it may be infeasible to cover all
the rules. To achieve network-level REV, we use a heuristic
algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2. F is a set that records
currently selected flows, and is initialized to be empty (Line
1); Uf is the set of rules that are matched by flow f but not by
any flow in F , and it is initialized to Rf , i.e., the set of rules
matched by f (Line 2). In each iteration, a flow is selected
and F , F , Uf are updated (Line 3-10).

Algorithm 2 SelectFlows(F )
Input: F : the set of all flows in the network.
Output: F : the set of selected flows for verification.

1 F ← {};
2 Uf ← Rf , for ∀f ∈ F ;
3 while ∃f ∈ F s.t. |Uf | > 0 do
4 select f ∈ F , s.t. |Uf | ≥ |Uf ′ |, for ∀f ′ ∈ F ;
5 F ← F ∪ {f};
6 F ← F\{f};
7 foreach f ′ ∈ F do
8 Uf ′ ← Uf ′\Uf ;
9 end

10 end

After the flow set F is selected, we can apply the flow-
level REV method for each f ∈ F . Another option is to
sample some packets of f , and apply the packet-level REV
method for each sampled packet. Note that if an adversary
can distinguish sampled packets, it can just modify the paths
of packets that are not sampled. This is similar to the coward
attack [39] in VANET. To defend against such coward attack,
we require that all packets should carry tags, and each switch
should update the tags of all packets. Sampling is done at
the source switches, which only send sampled packets to the
controller for verification.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Security

This section analyzes the security of the flow-level REV
method. First, an informal theorem regarding the compressive
MAC is given as follows:

Theorem 2: Assume that F and G are secure pseudoran-
dom function and generator, respectively. Then, the probability
that a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary can forge a
tag of packet for a non-compromised switch, such that the
verification of Algorithm 1 passes, is negligibly larger than
1/q, where q is the size of finite field being used.

The above theorem directly follows from Theorem 1 in
Appendix (see supplementary file). Based on this theorem,
the following shows how the flow-level REV method can
defend against the attacks outlined in Section II-B.

Switch Bypass. Suppose a packet p is received by a com-
promised switch Si, which forwards p directly to switch Si+2,
thereby bypassing the original next hop Si+1. The deviated
path is then Si → Si+1 → Si+2, where at least one of Si+1

and Si+2 is not compromised, according to our assumption.
First, suppose Si+1 is not compromised, then according to
Theorem 2, the probability that an adversary can forge a tag
for Si+1, such that the tag passes the verification, is negligibly
larger than 1/q. Second, suppose Si+1 is compromised, but
Si+2 is not compromised. Since a tag encodes the last-hop
switch identifier, according to Eq. (5), the probability that an
adversary can forge a tag for Si+2, such that the tag passes
the verification, is negligibly larger than 1/q. Thus, the switch
bypass can be detected.

Path Detour. Suppose a packet p is received by a com-
promised switch Si, which forwards p along a detoured path
D1 → . . . → Dm → Si+1. The deviated path is then
Si → Si+1, where Si+1 is not compromised, according to our
assumption. There are two cases. (1) Dm is not compromised.
In this case, p will arrive at Si+1 with at least one tag generated
by D1 through Dm. Since the tag generated by Si+1 will
be based on all tags of p according to Eq. (5), it will be
different from what would be generated if p is directly received
from Si. Even some downstream switch removes the extra
tags generated by D1 through Dm to make the total number
of tags equal to n, the tags generated by Si+1 through Sn

would still fail the verification with high probability. (2) Dm

is compromised. In this case, Dm can remove all the tags
generated by D1 through Dm−1, to give the illusion that p is
directly forwarded to Si+1. However, since Si+1 receives p
from a port different from the original one, the tag generated
by Si+1 will also be different. Thus, path detour can be
detected.

Out-of-order Traversal. Suppose a packet p has traversed
the original path Si → . . . → Si+k, but in a different order.
The deviated path is then Si → . . . → Si+k, and suppose
switch Sj(i < j ≤ i + k) is not compromised. Since
Sj receives p from another switch other than Sj−1, the tag
generated by Sj will also be different from the original one.
Thus, tags generated under out-of-order traversal would fail the
verification with high probability, meaning that out-of-order
traversal can be detected.

Unauthorized Access. Suppose a packet p is not authorized
to reach an end host, according to some ACL rules. Let the
path of p be S1 → . . .→ Sm, where Sm is the switch dropping
the packet. To verify the enforcement of such kind of ACL
rules, packet-level REV requires the switch that drops packet
p on the forwarding path should send a verification report.
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In this sense, the dropping switch takes the role of a destination
switch. As for flow-level REV, the controller should send
the compression key to the dropping switch, which will
send the flow-packet of the dropped flow to the controller
when the verification session ends. Here in this example, Sm

would report the hash and tag of p before dropping p. If the
verification passes for p, then we say that the ACL rules are
correctly enforced by p. Note that not all dropping switches
should send verification reports. Instead, only those switches
which drop flows under verification should send verification
reports to the REV server.

Here we implicitly assumed that Sm should drop the
packet p. To ensure p is indeed dropped, we can install
dedicated rules matching p at the adjacent switches of Sm. For
example, if the header of p is h, then we add a rule into each
adjacent switch of Sm, with matching fields of header = h
and input_port = port(Sm). If the counters of these rules
are all zero, we can ensure p is indeed dropped by Sm.

Packet Replay. Suppose a compromised switch records
packets of previous sessions, and replays the packets into
the network. Since REV would use TimeStamp to derive
a different session identifier VID, and compute a different
session key from VID, the tags from previous sessions will
not pass the verification. Similarly, replaying a packet within
the same session can be prevented by the sequence number in
the REV header.

B. Accuracy

In the following, we will analyze the accuracy of REV, and
study the tradeoff between accuracy and bandwidth cost.

For the packet-level REV, there are no false positives and
the false negative rate is (1 − 1/q), where q is the size of
finite field Fq. For the flow-level REV, when there are no
packet losses, the accuracy of flow-level REV is the same with
that of the packet-level REV. When there are packet losses,
the false positive rate is related to the packet loss rate p and
batch size b. Specifically, suppose a flow has f packets, then
the false positive rate for the nth batch, where n < f/b + 1,
is calculated as:

FPRn = (1− 1/q)
(
1− (1− p)min(b,f−(n−1)b)

)
(7)

There is a tradeoff between false positive rate and bandwidth
cost. Specifically, the bandwidth cost on the control channel
is f/b�(nt + 48), where n is the number of hops, and t is
the length of a tag (see Section VI-G for detailed analysis).
Reducing the batch size b will reduce the false positive rate
but increase bandwidth cost. For a specific network, a proper
value of b depends on the packet loss rates of network links,
and the requirement on false positive rate.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Before introducing the prototype of REV, we first show how
the cryptographic operations are implemented, and specify the
header format of REV.

Cryptographic operations. We instantiate the pseudoran-
dom number generators G with AES-128 in counter mode,
the pseudorandom function F with AES-128 in CBC mode,

Fig. 3. Header format in the flow-level REV.

and the cryptographic hash function H with SHA1.1 Both AES
and SHA1 are implemented using OpenSSL [40]. Computation
over Galois field is performed using the fast Galois field
arithmetic library [41], and a multiplication table is pre-
computed for fast multiplications.

REV header format. As shown in Fig. 3, the REV header
sits in-between the IP and TCP/UDP header. Since we directly
use the output of SHA1 which has 160 bits, the PktHash field
has a length of 20 Bytes. Len stores the number of tags in the
current header, and each tag is t Bytes in length (currently
we set t = 1). SeqNo is used by flow-level REV to track the
sequence number of packets within the same flow.

Our REV prototype includes two components: REV server
and REV datapath, which consists of REV agent and REV
packet processing module.

REV Server. We implement the core functions of REV
server (e.g., key generation and packet verification) using
C, and deploy it as an application atop the SDN controller.
Currently, REV supports two controllers: Ryu [16] based on
Python, and Floodlight [42] based on Java. We use ctype and
JNI to let the python codes and java codes interface with the
C codes, respectively. The REV server application exposes a
REST API that allows operators to issue verification queries.
A verification query specifies the verification flow i.e., the flow
to be verified, and the batch size, i.e., how many packets should
be compressed for verification. For example, the following
command will check the flow from 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.0.2, with
a batch size of 1000:
curl -X PUT ’{"dst_ip":10.0.0.1, "src_ip":
10.0.0.2, "batch":1000}’ 127.0.0.1:8080
/rev/check_flow/

The REV server maintains a path table that records all
the end-to-end paths, indexed by entry port (source switch
ID and local port ID) and packet header (e.g., TCP 5-tuple).
The path table can be constructed using the method introduced
in [26]. On receiving a verification query, the server looks up
in the path table to determine the path of the flow, and sets
up a verification session. By doing so, the server sends the
information of the verification flow and the batch size to the
first and last switch on the path. OpenFlow experimenter
message is used for communication among the REV server
and switches.

REV Datapath. We implement the REV datapath using
OVS-DPDK, i.e., Open vSwitch with DPDK data path [30].
Two extra components are added: (1) a REV agent which
communicates to the server with experimenter messages,

1REV does not rely on specific choice of hash functions, and other hash
functions like SHA256 and SHA512 can also be used.
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Fig. 4. Detection of rule modification attack using REV.

in order to set up symmetric keys with the server, initiate veri-
fication sessions, and send compressed packets/tags; (2) a REV
packet processing module, which is responsible for inserting,
removing, parsing REV headers, and computing, compressing,
sending MACs. The source switch maintains a table of all
active verification sessions. If a packet belongs to a verification
session, the source switch inserts a REV header into the
packet. All downstream switches just inspect whether there
is a REV header in order to determine whether to generate
a MAC for the packet. When the sequence number reaches
the batch size, or the session times out, both the source and
destination switches would send their respective flow-packets
to the REV server.

VI. EVALUATION

This section first presents a functional test of REV, and then
evaluates REV in terms of verification performance, data plane
performance, flow selection efficiency, bandwidth overhead,
computational overhead, and accuracy.

A. Dataset

In some of the experiments, we will use a sample trace
of a backbone router, collected in 2011 [43]. The trace has
a volume of 28,475MB, consisting of 935,365 flows and
37,571,701 packets. The average packet size is 757 Bytes,
and the average flow size is 40, i.e., each flow consists of
40 packets on average. Later, when we refer to the trace
data, we mean the specific configuration of f = 40 and
p = 757 Bytes.

B. Functional Test

In this experiment, we show how REV can detect rule
modification attack using a real attack scenario. We set up a
physical testbed consisting of three switches and two hosts,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). Each switch is realized with Open
vSwitch running the DPDK data path, and each port of switch
is bound to a physical NIC. We let host H1 inject traffic to
S1 at a rate of 100 packets per second. We pre-install rules
at these switches so that the packets will be forwarded along

the path S1→ S2→ S3. We check the enforcement of these
rules at the REV server, and at the same time monitor the
packet throughput at S2. After 15 seconds, we modify the
rule R1, so that S1 forwards the subsequent packets directly
to S3, bypassing S2. Fig. 4(b) shows that initially the packet
throughput at S2 stays at around 100 packets per second,
while drops to 0 after 15 seconds, meaning the attack indeed
works. In addition, the verification passes for all packets in
the beginning, while fails after 15 seconds, meaning that REV
can successfully detect the attack.

C. Verification Performance

This experiment evaluates the verification performance in
terms of throughput and delay. To conveniently vary the
number of hops, we use a linear topology consisting of one
source switch, n core switches, and one destination switch.
We generate a flow of f packets, each of which has p Bytes,
and feed all these packets to the source switch. Then, the des-
tination switch outputs a compressed hash and n compressed
tags. Finally, we let the REV server verify the compressed
hash and tags, and record the time t. The experiment runs on
a Linux server with a 3.6GHz Intel I7 processor and 32GB
memory. The throughput is defined as the total number of
packets f divided by the verification time t, and the delay is
defined as the time to verify a single packet hash and tag.

Fig. 5(a) reports the verification throughput for different
number of hops. It shows that the throughput drops when the
flow path consists of more hops. The reason is that each core
switch would append a tag to each packet, and the server needs
to verify each of the tags. The throughput is around 1Mpps
for the trace data when there are 8 hops.

Fig. 5(b) reports the relationship between verification
throughput and flow size. We can see that the throughput
is rather low (0.12Mpps) when there is only one packet in
the flow. This corresponds to the packet-level REV method,
where each packet needs to be verified individually. On the
other hand, the throughput increases to around 0.92Mpps when
there are 8 hops. This indicates that with compressive MAC,
the flow-level REV method can achieve a nearly 8× increase
in verification throughput.

Fig. 5(c) reports the verification delay at the REV server.
We can see that the delay of the REV server is impacted by
flow size, and is rather small when the flow has more than
10 packets: it takes around 3.2μs to verify a packet when
there are 16 hops.

D. Datapath Performance: Micro-Benchmark Results

In this experiment, we micro-benchmark the datapath per-
formance by extracting the computation logics of REV as a
stand-alone program, and measuring the processing throughput
and delay. For throughput, we distinguish among three differ-
ent types of switches: source switches, destination switches,
and core switches. We continue to use the experiment setup
of Section VI-C.

Fig. 6(a) reports the throughput of core switches, when
the flow consists of 16 hops (i.e., core switches). Since the
computation cost of a core switch depends on the number of
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Fig. 5. Verification throughput and delay.

Fig. 6. The micro-benchmark for datapath throughput and delay of REV.

tags carried by a packet, the throughput decreases as the switch
identifier increases (switches are numbered according to their
appearance on the path). The reason for the steep drop between
12 and 14 hops is as follows. First, recall that the ith core
switch along the path uses pseudorandom number generator
(PRNG) to derive a vector αi of length (20 + i) Bytes (see
Section III-B), where 20 is the length of packet hash. Since
we use AES-128 (block size of 16 Bytes) in counter mode to
implement the PRNG, two AES blocks are encrypted when
i ≤ 12, and three blocks are encrypted when 12 < i ≤ 28.
Therefore, the computational overhead increases and packet
throughput drops sharply when i increases from 12 to 14 in
Fig. 6(a). Note the throughput has no relationship with either
packet sizes or flow sizes, thus we do not report them here.
We can see that the processing throughput is around 1Mpps
when there are no more than 16 hops. This translates into a
data throughput of 757× 8× 106 = 6Gbps for the trace data.

Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) report the throughput of source and
destination switch, respectively. We can see that the throughput
of the source switch is around 0.95Mpps for the trace data
(packet size = 757 Bytes). Since the source switch needs
to compute packet hashes, its throughput drops when the
packet size grows. On the other hand, the throughput of the
destination switch is much higher and does not change with
packet size, as it does not need to compute packet hashes.
In particular, the throughput is around 7.6Mpps for the trace
data, 8 times that of the source switch.

Fig. 6(d) reports the delay of the REV datapath. The delay
represents the sum of processing time at all switches, which
is also very small and barely related to packet size and flow
size. It takes around 16μs when there are 16 hops. The results
show that the flow-level REV incurs minimal latency on the
data path.

E. Datapath Performance: Testbed-Based Results

The above micro-benchmark results only validate the com-
putation efficiency of REV when running alone on dedicated

servers, while may not ensure it can process packets efficiently
when implemented in real switches. Thus, we comple-
ment the micro-benchmark results by evaluating the perfor-
mance of REV datapath implemented based on OVS-DPDK.
Specifically, we set up a small physical testbed consisting
of three servers. The first server H hosts an OVS-DPDK
switch running the REV datapath, the second server generates
traffic to one port of H , and the third server S3 receives the
traffic from another port of H . We use netmap, a fast packet
I/O [44], to measure the throughput. All the three servers have
the same configuration: two 2.0GHz Intel Xeon-E5 CPUs,
32GB memory, and a dual-port 1Gbps NIC.

Fig. 7(a) itches for different hops, when the packet size is
1024 Bytes. To simulate the nth hops, we let Server 2 add
(n−1) tags to each packet, and run the tagging process on it.
We can see that both REV and plain OVS-DPDK can achieve
a throughput of around 970Mbps when there are less than
16 hops. Fig. 7(b) shows the throughput of edge switches
for different packet sizes. We can see that the throughput of
edge switches is roughly the same with plain OVS-DPDK,
increasing to around 970Mbps when the packet size reaches
1024 Bytes. The above results means that REV can achieve
near line rate processing on 1Gbps NICs. Finally, Fig. 7(c)
shows that the delays of plain OVS-DPDK and OVS-DPDK
with REV are roughly the same, both around 2.5ms when there
are 16 hops. This means REV adds minimal overhead to the
data path processing delay, therefore has little impact on the
QoS of flows.

F. Flow Selection Efficiency

We evaluate how Algorithm 2 can efficiently select active
flows to cover as many rules as possible. Here, we use the
Stanford backbone network topology [45], which consists
of 16 routers and 10 Layer-2 switches, and two datacenter
topologies, i.e., FatTree(4) and DCell(1,4). For each topology,
we let each host ping one another to populate the switches’
flow tables. Then, for each switch we aggregate those rules
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Fig. 7. The testbed evaluation for datapath throughput and delay of REV.

Fig. 8. The selection rate and coverage rate of the network-level REV
for three different network topologies. The x-axis is the number of flows,
normalized as the ratio of active flows to all the flows; the y-axis is either
the coverage rate, defined as the ratio of the covered rules to all the rules, or
the selection rate, defined as the ratio of the selected flows to all the active
flows. “All” refers to selecting all active flows, and “Min” refers to selecting
flows using our heuristic algorithm.

with the same IP destination address. During experiments,
we vary the number of active flows, by randomly selecting
a different number of pairs of hosts, and running iperf
between them. Thus, there are N = n(n − 1) possible flows
in total.

Fig. 8 reports the coverage rate, defined as the ratio of
number of covered rules to number of all rules, and the
selection rate, defined as the ratio of number of selected flows
to number of all active flows, for different number of active
flows. Here, “All” refers to selecting all active flows, and
“Min” refers to select flows using our heuristic algorithm. We
can see that for both selection strategies, the coverage rate
increases to 1 as there are more active flows. More importantly,
by using the heuristic flow selection algorithm (Algorithm 2),
we can reduce the number of selected flows by 40%-60% when
all flows are active.

G. Bandwidth Overhead

In the following, we evaluate the per-flow bandwidth over-
head of flow-level REV which uses compressive MAC, and
compare it with those of packet-level REV and SDNsec [28],
which both use standard MAC. Without loss of generality,
we consider a flow which traverses n hops (excluding the
source and destination switch) and consists of f packets in
total.

First let us consider the flow-level REV method. In the data
plane, each packet carries a fixed-length header of 32 Bytes,
and a variable number of n tags. As each tag has t Bytes
(t = 1 in current implementation), the bandwidth overhead
per flow is (nt + 32)f Bytes. For the control channel, both

TABLE I

PER-FLOW BANDWIDTH OVERHEAD FOR FLOW-LEVEL REV WHICH USES

COMPRESSIVE MAC (REV-FLOW), PACKET-LEVEL REV WHICH USES

STANDARD MAC (REV-PACKET), AND SDNSEC [28] WITH ONLY

THE PATH VALIDATION COMPONENT (SDNSEC-PVC). t IS THE
TAG SIZE IN BYTES, f IS THE NUMBER OF PACKETS OF

A FLOW, AND n IS THE NUMBER OF SWITCHES ON

THE FORWARDING PATH (EXCLUDING THE SOURCE
AND DESTINATION SWITCHES). FOR SDNSEC,
WE ONLY COUNT THE FIELDS USED FOR PVC

Fig. 9. Bandwidth overhead for SDNsec-PVC, packet-level REV, and flow-
level REV, respectively, when the number of hops is set to 8. The results are
based on a backbone router trace from CAIDA [43].

the source switch and destination switch should send VID
and the compressed hash, which have 24 Bytes. In addition,
the destination switch should send Len and n compressed tags.
Thus, the total bandwidth overhead per flow is 24+(nt+24) =
(nt + 48) Bytes.

Then, let us consider the packet-level REV method. In the
data plane, since only one tag is needed for each packet,
the bandwidth overhead per flow is (t + 32)f Bytes. For the
control channel, both the source and destination switch should
send a verification report for each packet of the flow. Then,
the bandwidth overhead per flow is (t + 48)f Bytes.

Finally, let us consider SDNsec [28]. For fair comparison,
we only consider the path validation component (PVC), which
requires three fields, i.e., the path validation field (PVF) of
t = 8 Bytes, the flow ID, and sequence number, both of which
have 3 Bytes. Similar to packet-level REV, SDNsec has a
bandwidth overhead of (t + 6)f Bytes in the data plane. For
the control channel, since only the destination switch needs
to report PVF, flow ID, and sequence number, the overhead is
then (t + 6)f . The above results are summarized in Table I.

Fig. 9 shows the bandwidth overhead for flow-level
REV, packet-level REV, and SDNsec with path validation
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Fig. 10. The computational overhead imposed by REV on SDN controller.

component only. We continue to use the trace data described
in Section VI-A, and set the number of hops to 8. We can
see that the flow-level REV reduces the bandwidth cost of the
control channel by around 97%, compared with packet-level
REV, and by around 90% compared with SDNsec. For the
data plane, the bandwidth overhead of the flow-level REV is
slightly higher than the other two methods due to the usage of
multiple tags. However, the overhead is still quite low (5.28%).

H. Computational Overhead

Since REV runs as an application atop SDN controller,
it introduces some computational overhead on the controller.
In the following, we evaluate such overhead with experiments.
Specifically, we run the REV server atop the Floodlight
controller, which is hosted on a Linux server with a 3.3GHz
Intel Xeon processor (a single core is used). To simulate
normal controller processing, we run Mininet on another
server to generate PacketIn messages to the controller,
at a speed of 3000/s. On receiving a PacketIn message,
the controller calculates a path and installs a set of rules to
the corresponding switches. We measure the response time
for PacketIn messages as the elapsed time from when a
PacketIn message is received to when a set of rules are
sent by the controller. We also monitor the server CPU load
during the process. The number of hops is set to 16, and the
number of packets per flow is set to 10,000. The experiment
lasts for 120 seconds.

Fig. 10 reports the controller’s average response time for
PacketIn messages, and the average CPU load of the server
running the controller. We can see that both the response time
and CPU load grow slowly, with the response time being less
than 0.12ms, and CPU load being lower than 80%, when the
verification load is as large as 2×105 packets per second. This
demonstrates that REV incurs a small overhead on controller
under a moderate verification load. In addition, the small
increase in controller’s response time has little impact on
the quality of service (QoS) of normal flows, considering
the round trip time of flows is mostly at a scale of several
milliseconds.

Finally, Table II compares the computational overhead of
REV with SDNsec-PVC. We can see that the flow-level REV
uses slightly more cryptographic operations than SDNsec-
PVC: the source switch of REV needs to compute the hash
for a packet while SDNsec-PVC does not compute hashes; the
core switch of REV encrypts four 16-Byte blocks with AES,
while SDNsec-PVC only encrypts one block.

I. Accuracy

As noted in Section IV-B, there is a tradeoff between false
positive rate (FPR) and bandwidth cost for the flow-level REV.

TABLE II

PER-PACKET COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD FOR FLOW-LEVEL REV
AND SDNSEC [28] WITH ONLY THE PATH VALIDATION

COMPONENT (SDNSEC-PVC)

Fig. 11. The relationship between false positive rate and bandwidth overhead
for the flow-level REV.

In this experiment, we will study such tradeoff using the trace
data. We choose three different packet loss rates (0.1%, 0.5%,
and 1%), and vary the batch size from 10 to 100. Fig. 11
reports the average FPR computed with Eq. (7), and bandwidth
overhead on the control plane, for different batch sizes. We can
see that FRP increases roughly linearly with batch size. On the
other hand, the bandwidth overhead quickly drops from 0.88%
to 0.41% when the batch size increases from 10 to 30, and
begins to drops slowly afterwards. The false positive rate is
around 0.3% for packet loss rate of 0.1% and batch size of 30.
This suggests that a small batch size like 30 is a good choice
for this trace when the packet loss rate is small.

VII. RELATED WORK

Vulnerability of SDN data plane. Pickett [7] finds that the
operating systems running on white-box SDN switches are
vulnerable to attacks. Moreover, Pickett shows that even the
boot loader of the operating systems can be compromised,
allowing an attacker gain persistent control over an SDN
switch. Antikainen et al. [8] show how to conduct a series
of attacks in SDN, by modifying rules of SDN switches.
Chi et al. [9] introduce some attacks that can be launched
by malicious SDN switches, including incorrect forwarding,
duplicated forwarding, packet manipulating, and malicious
weight adjusting. Many studies try to detect malicious
SDN switches by checking the consistency of flow statistics
[10], [12], [46]–[48]. However, these approaches can only
achieve a coarse granularity in verification, but cannot ensure
that each packet has been correctly forwarded.

Data plane verification and testing. Many tools have
been proposed recently to verify the correctness of data
plane configuration [19]–[22]. However, even the data plane
configuration is correct, switches may still experience faults.
ATPG [23] addresses this issue by actively testing the data
plane with probe packets. However, ATPG only checks
pairwise reachability, thereby cannot detect faults that do
not hurt reachability while changing the forwarding paths.
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VeriDP [26], [27] addresses this issue by checking whether
the packet forwarding behaviors are complying with the data
plane configuration. However, both ATPG and VeriDP assume
switches are trustable, and thus cannot be used for rule
enforcement verification. Monocle [24], RuleScope [25], and
RuleChecker [49] check whether rules in a switch’ flow
table are consistent with those expected by the controller, by
injecting probe packets. Similar to ATPG and VeriDP, they
also assume switches are trustable, and thus cannot work under
adversarial settings.

Path verification. Path verification for the Internet has
been extensively studied [35], [50], [51]. The basic idea
is to let each router along the forwarding path embeds a
cryptographic tag, e.g., Message Authentication Code (MAC),
into each packet, such that destination switch can check
whether a packet has followed the path claimed by the
sender. SDNsec [28] checks the path enforcement in SDN
data plane. However, to check whether every packet of flow
has followed the correct path, the egress switch needs to report
the PVC header for each packet to the controller. This can
result in a large bandwidth overhead on the control channel.
In contrast, REV uses compressive MACs to greatly reduce
the bandwidth overhead. Different from SDNsec that checks
path enforcement of packets, WedgeTail [11] aims to detect
malicious forwarding node. The problem with WedgeTail is
that it may not be able to detect a malicious switch with only
few modified rules, which can be detected by both REV and
SDNsec.

Message Authentication Codes. There are many variants
of Message authentication code (MAC), of which aggregate
MAC [52] and homomorphic MAC [36] are most relevant to
our compressive MAC. Aggregate MACs [52] are designed
for scenarios where one receiver shares different keys with
multiple senders. Using aggregate MACs, tags of multiple
senders for their respective packets can be aggregated into
a single tag, such that the receiver can verify the integrity of
all the packets with this tag. Comparatively, the compressive
MAC allows not only tags, but also packets, to be com-
pressed. In addition, the compressive MAC only considers
the scenario where there is only one sender, and both the
sender and receiver should report packets and tags to the
verifier. Homomorphic MACs [36] allow switches to linearly
combine packets and compute tags for the combined packets,
without knowing the MAC key shared between the sender
and receiver. Compressive MAC shares the same spirit with
homomorphic MACs in that they both allow packets and
tags to be combined. However, homomorphic MACs can
only guarantee the received packets are linear combinations
of source packets, while compressive MAC ensures that the
received packets have traversed the intended path.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Security beyond 1/q. In the current implementation of
REV, each MAC has a single byte, i.e., an element of finite
field F28 . However, our construction of compressive MAC has
no assumption of finite field size q. Thus, if q = 28k, each
MAC will have k Bytes. Then, the probability of forging
a tag is then 1/28k, which can be made arbitrarily small by

choosing a sufficiently large k. We can also associate each hop
with multiple (k > 1) single-byte tags. Then, each hop can be
seen as being expanded into k hops, thereby generating k tags
for each packet. This will also reduce the probability of tag
forging to 1/28k. The proof easily follows from the proof for
a single tag in the Appendix (see supplementary file).

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed rule enforcement verification (REV),
a new security primitive that can defend SDNs against rule
modification attacks. Using REV, the controller can ver-
ify whether rules had been correctly enforced by switches.
To reduce the switch-to-controller traffic of each flow, we
proposed compressive MAC, a new MAC that allowed tag
compression. To efficiently verify all rules in the network,
we proposed the network-level REV, which used a heuristic
algorithm to select a small number of flows for verification.
Experiments showed: (1) by using compressive MAC, REV
can achieve a 97% reduction in switch-to-controller traffic and
an 8× increase in verification throughput, and (2) the network-
level REV can reduce the number of flows for verification
by 40%-60%.
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